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A p;rid utilized in all surveys was marked off in the 
field. Headings were taken at stations on this grid and else 
where as noted. '

(Vhen this claim was staked #2 post came within a dover 
field. sVher) I returned later this had been removed and thrown 
off to the edge of the field.. .Consequently) no markers have 
been placed in the fields to mark stations. To replace, these 
is a simple matter and made no practical difference on the 
surveys undertaken.

Lines are marked off in the bush with red or orange 
paint on the trees and are conspicuous. Stations are blazed 
ontrees arid the number always appears on the South side of 
trie trees. All readings were taken an close to the South side 
of the trees as nossible. At the ends of lines fence posts 
have been utilized and are well marked with paint. In some . 
places outcrops are painted, with numbers. The first line was' 
started in the S out Ir,-/ e s t corner of the clain and runs K. by 
the compass not set for magnetic declination. Each JO paces, 
approximately 100 Pt., along this, line is a station. These 
are marked El, 1-2, 1-3, etc. At the Korth end of the claim 
fr II line is 30 paces to the East and # l station is at that 
er.d. All odd. numbered lines have stations starting with #1 at 
the South end. All even numbered lines have stations starting 
with # l at the 1-lorth end.

In the lv o rt h Eastern corner of the claim deep ravines 
(in the older of not over 50 Ft.) are encountered. All 
distances were paced; hence, the stations are closer together 
tharj elsewhere. In cutting line III between stations 4- and 5 
an off set was made to the East because this line was pulling 
close to line II. The same is true of line VIII between 
stations 3 and 4-. It was hoped that this would, mean something 
on the magnetometer survey but, alas, -this must be put down 
to human .failure of the individual working alone.

The base map is common to all Surveys. Overlay maps are 
supplied for better .comprehension. -- ,



GEOLOGICAL oUKVEY

! CENOZOIC 
Recent and Pleistocene

Flat laying bedded clay, the bottom of a glacial lake, 
covers nearly the whole of this claim. The topography is 
typical of the drainage pattern -of, this clay and is little' 
altered by the rock outcrops which stand 10-15 ft. above the 
clay at location A on the base map. It is conceivable that 
the drair.a'ge pattern has been altered by the faults at 
location B and D on the base map.

The Northern and Southeastern parts of the claims are 
under cultivation with dover. Trees are predominately of 
the soft wood, decidious variety. There are few large trees 
but many small ones. In places the land appears to have been 
cleared for farming and now seedlings and saplings are en 
croaching upon the clearings.

Boulders of varying sizes are found in the streams as 
shown on the base map. They compromise various rock types 
and are apparently incorporated in the base of the old glacial 
lake bottom and have been'exposed by recent erosion. This 
view is taken, because there are no similar boulders on the 
surface of the clay.

Glacial striae 'were carefully noted and are marked by 
number on the base .nap. On the outcrop at Y on the base map 
it appears that the one taking, the direction 18" E of S.,2,
is earlier than the one 12 e Vi/, of S., 1. There 
defined groove 4-0 0 ^V. of S., 3* This is nearly 
direction as the one at location Z on the base 
S., 5. At location Y of the base map is a well
OC^ T ' s-. -P O hdo vi . Ol b. ,  4-.

is also a well 
the same 
map, 42"W. of 
defined stria-

Timiskaming

Sediments 

Timiskaming -Conglomerate?

The term Tiniskaraing conglomerate is used to describe 
the lithology of a small mass of rock exposed, in a stream at 
location Y on the base map. The outcrop comprises, probably, 
rot over 200 square feet of. rock, characterized by a grey 
wacke matrix in which are included very small pebbles and 
boulders as large as 8-10 inches in diameter. Allinclusions 
are well rounded and are predominately plutonic igneous with 
some volcanic types represented and all show varying degrees 
of metamorphism.

The rock shows blocky, rectangular cleavage and a well 
defined, glacial stria 42*1/7. of S, is noted. This is nearly the 
same direction noted, on the intrusive rock at location X to 
the tfest on the base map. Credence is thereby lent to the 
supposition that this is an actual sedimentary lens in the.



volcanic flows and w t simply an erratic of glacial origin. j

A small calcite vein running nearly Jiar,t and West inter- j,
sectec, at right angles by one to the Korth is found, in this . l
outcrop. '"j

! "
The fresh discovery of this rock, whatever its j. j 

importance may be, attests to the value of careful reexamina- ;
tion of areas previously-well combed. i

i
KEStfATIN i

l
Volcanic Rocks \
Keewatin Lavas j

i i
Out crops of any kind are very, small and appear along j 

the Eastern e d. p; e of the claim along a line striking slightly
East of Korth. . jii

The exposed rocks, on gross examination, appear to be ' [ 
all of the same types, intermediate to basic lavas. They 
bear all of the lithological characteristics of the Keewatin 
green stor.es. On the weathered surface, the exposures at A' - 
on the base map are dark grey, reddish brown and dark greens. 
fhe exposures to the ^orth show fewer dark browns and reds j 
and are more predominately grey to green. This is not true j 
of fault walls to be discussed later. Paint pillow structures j 
can be detected at point A on the base map. They suggest a j 
lava flow about ^-O^East of North. These rocks fracture in a i 
block like mariner with a fairly clean cleavage surfaces al 
though the rock is soft enough to be scratched by a knife. l 
The freshly exposed surfaces are darker in color than are the j 
weathered surfaces.

The rocks have a homogeneous structure and there are no .i 
areas of porphyritic texture, amygdaloidal structures, j
schistocity zones or breccia complexes. ' ' ' ' - ' j

i
Chemical and Microscopic examinations were not deemed - j- 

necessary to the work undertaken on this claim. |

Plutonic Igneous Intrusions . i .-o

Results of a consultation with the resident geologist, 
Dr. Robert Thompson, at Cobalt on May 16, 19&7 placed 'this 
outcrop most likely as an intusive or flow structure con 
comitant with the Archaean type volcanics exposed to the
East on this claim. -

It is a massive basic rock almost the same.blue green 
color of the lava to the East. When wet it is more greenish 
and almost glassy in appearance. It weathers with rounded 
corners typical of ultrabasic rock. Glacial striae appear 
and are almost as smooth as.glass. To the to^ch these 
surfaces have minute undulations but are essentially smooth. - 
Under the hand lens many minute pits and fissures appear 
probably the vacated cavaties of softer materials. When struck 
with a hammer, the hammer .rebounds as if one were striking 
an anvil. ' . .



The streak is a chalky, greenish grey
rock can "be scratched with a knife it will

Although the - 
scratch a knife.

It is so tough t bat hand, specimens can be obtained only with 
repeated 'blows with a hammer on a sharp chisel. The freshly 
broken surface resembles that of granite although it does 
not have the errar.it e facies and is' lighter in color both when 
dry and moist than the weathered surface. 
Hand lens examination reveals predominately, many altered 
mafic crystals as large as 4~5 KM across which tends to 
suggest a^ deep origin of this structure. A minimum of light 
colored altered crystals and. rare tiny crystal clusters of 
pyrite are identified .

This exposure is in a stream bed at location X on the 
base map and is about 30 ft. long and 3 f#. wide. The clay 
covers it at its natural angle of ropose on both sides of 
the stream bed. A little digging in- the stream bed to the 
East seemed to indicate that the outcrop ended abruptly.

To the East at location B -on the base map is a rock 
which appears to be same as this and it could be the same
intrusion.

Considerable thought is given this rock because of the ' 
unresolved question: is this a flow or an intrusion into the 
flow sequence? If it is the latter, is it an insignificant 
feeder -or is it in the nature of a dyke or similar structure 
derived from an undetected ' larger intrusion giving it the 
possibility of connection with deposits of metallic minerals? 
It is definitely not the diabase classed Keweenawan so 
prevalent in this province; consequently, it is of no value 
as a carrier of silver. Extra attention is given it, regard 
less of its' stratigraphy, because of the possibility that 
it could be related to undiscovered minerals associated with 
basic rock.

TECTONICS

At location A on the base map is a fissure like struct 
ure with a verticle South wall. This trends toward a shaft 
about 7 feet square partially filled with water with poorly 
preserved timbering and which, was plumbed to a depth of 4-0 
feet. There is evidence of a diamond drill hole placed in. 
this fissure but sticking to the South of the shaft. ' ', 
Trenches lead nearly East and West across -this shaft. All l - 
around the shaft is 'd amp material. It is difficult to say If 
this fissure at one time contained vein material or not. I 
failed, to find, any on examination where it was possible so 
to do. '

In the next outcrop to the K o rt h are similar fissures
with a nearly verticle v/all to the South. Much trenching, 
digging of pits and an 'old diamond drill hole were located. 
Here the work seemed to avoid the wall although the drill 
hole was apparently designed to "probe 'in a South West 
direction South of it.
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In the outcrops to the North, similar fissures to those 

South were o.bserved. In each case these areas have been ex 
amined, ir/ the oast with trenches and pits.

These structures have been referred to as fissures as 
they are very small for faults. In each case the base of the 
verticle wall is covered with talus or dump material or 
blends off into country rock.

All the raups I have examined, show faults at location D 
on the base map and in the field this certainly seems provable, 
This is like wise true of the fault on the East line of the
claim.

The verticle walls show little if any severe alteration 
or obliteration of the original textures and structures^ and 
the talus f;ives little information. Pleistocene deposits 
obscure contacts. To the North the, fault zone or-wall is lost 
under pleistocene d.enosits^ The eolor is ,grey green.

At location C on the base map an adit has been driven 
about 18'ft. into the side of the cliff. Immediately to the 
'.Vest of this is a soft area weathered or dug out by man. In "- 
fact these are the only places where wall alteration is evi 
dent. Lenses of red iron oxide apparently comprise these 
portions and the edit seems to have been driven into this. 
T}'-ere is little evidence of vein material on the dump and 
only small calcite veins are found in the wall of the adit 
which walls appear to be country rock.

It is of practical value to know if location B and D on 
the base raap are faults. If they are, location C may be a 
horse or fault wedge and any economic mineral deposits 
located there could easily be limited or lost completely.

If the verticle walls described are not the result of 
mechanical adjustment but are the result of "lava f low'-result 
ing in a verticle front edge resembling a fault scarp then a 
different light could b0 thrown upon the matter. Some 
justification for this view is given by the direction of the ' 
pillows at point A on the base map.

Prom the location ,C to location X on the base map it is 
about 70 0 West of South. This could be a fault zone. However, 
the glacial striae at location Y are 280 V/ of South while at' ' - 
location X they are 120 W of S. In elevation location X is 
higher than location D. and if a fault does strike through 
the t'.'/o areas its deeper East end may.have locally influened 
flow of ice at that end whereas the fading -of the fault zone 
farther iVest bad no such influence. Following the melting of 
the ice and the deposition of the clay this fault may kave 
formed sufficient depression to create the present stream 
which connects location D and X on the base map.



Veins

At location A of the base are 2 calcite veins (in red) 
that cross. They strike roughly 1\.S. and F..'.7. At their 
junction the previously mentioned shaft is located. Actually 
these veins have been trefched over and they are very small. 
Ir a pit to the East of a trench running between the 2 arms 
of the crossing veins very little calcite vein material can 
be found..

In the outcrop next Korth of .this location is a pit at 
the East end of a low verticle wall of lava. .Here a very 
small vein o! calcite about 1/4 inch across was traced, into 
a small red oxide of iron alteration in the wall.

In the Outcrop at location Y on the base map is a vein 
that can be traced, off and'on to the Sast.'It is calcite 
and very small, 1/8 to 1/4 inch across. A similar vein comes 
into this from the North almost at- right angles. 'To my 
knowledge this has not been previously reported.

In the outcrop at location B on the barse map in an 
igneous rock similar to that at location X is a pink calcite, 
vein 1/4 to 1/2 inch '.vide.trend'ing Korth and South. This is 
exposed in two branches of the same stream divided by a clay 
hill and. is probably the same vein. To my knowledge this 
has rot previously been reported.

^In the outcrop at location.C on the base map is an adit 
showing calcite vein material in a red oxide of iron 
alteration zone. To the East is an open pit in hard rock that 
shows a quartz vein about 5/4 inches wide running Korth and 
South. It is exposed only a few feet and there is much dump 
material here believed to cover it.

Along the fault zone mid way along the East line of the 
claim is a small quartz vein. , .

Conclusion

It is believed that the new veins discovered should be 
evaluated and these results accompany this report.

It is believed that all known veil.s should be reevaluat- 
ed and these results accompany this report.

The location D on the base map is most probably a fault 
zone as coulei be location B. This has no.t been so reprinted
previously to my kro-vledge. "Examination of vein material and 
prospecting in general in location C., consequently, should 
be warily undertaken.



SURVEY

The purpose of this survey was to determine if magnetic 
anomalies could be detected and if the fault zones could be
dilated. J

It was conducted with a null reading, torsion wire. 
instrument which measures the strs/gth of the vert.icle compo 
nent of the terrestrial magnetic field and was manufactured by 
Radar Exploration Co., Toronto, Ontario, Canada. Each fine 
scale division reads 21.1 gammas but is large enough that 
smaller readings can be approximated.

On May 19, 196? "the magnetometer station on the Tech- 
Lebel Township line at Kirkland Lake, Ontario was visited. 
Leadings were taken directly over the aluminum angle and to 
each side of the station and my instrument was calibrated 
against the station reading. This process was stretched over 
a period of several hours and showed insignificant diurnal 
variation. The base station (located in the field with a 
wooden stake driven into the ground to the South of a tree 
blazed and marked base station. Sec base map) on claim # . , 
T58051 was calculated at 564-26 gammas. This was*rather con 
sistent reading throughout the survey. All readings are the 
result of averag-ing 3 separate readings taken one after the 
other. Only the final three figures of the numbers are 
entered on the map'in order to relieve congestion, see 
Overlay II.

Or, Ivlap 1492G, Cobalt, Aeromagnetic Series Geological 
Survey of Canada the isomagnetic lines crossing this claim 
from approximately S.S. to K.Vi/, are 21PO to 214-0 gammas.

The magnetic readings were taken when the base station 
did not vary over 60 gammas. On one occassion at the end of 
several hours it varied approximately 1.00 gammas and a 
correction was made for this. This correction was close to 
random readings over the .same ^area st another date and was 
let stand. '

The figures on the grid (Overlay II) were studied with . 
the known geology in. mind. A little experimenting with iso 
magnetic lines lead to the use of groupings 100 gamnas apart, 
V/h.nt appeared, to be .a reasonable and not too cluttered, map
resulted-.

There are three areas showing magnetic lows listed as 
negative because they are less than the base station. One of 
these is the igneous intrusion at location X on the base map. 
Elsewhere on this claim where outcrops are strongly suspected 
to disappear under clay, thsrs overburden seemingly does not 
affect the magnetometer readings greatly. If this be true, 
then there is the possibility of two other similar intrusions.



By far the largest area on the map is in the 700 gamma 
range. This corresponds to the lava along the Eastern half of 
the "'claim,. The overburden apparently makes little difference 
ir, the reading's for the outcrop readings are o.f the same magni 
tude as the areas immediately covered by clay. Although it may 
not be exactly correct to assume that lava extends from locar?... . 
tion A to location D on the base map the outcrops and magne 
tometer survey suggests that it is strongly provable.

Location D on the base raup the geology 
f e alt zone is covered by the 800 ga/ruaa range 
that this is indicative of a fault zone then 
,Vest and to the Korth of the present stream. 
pendicular to this is a similar zone with an 
East which if extended would connect with location 
base map. The survey does not indicate that such a

of which is a
If it .is assumed 

it extends to the 
South and per- 
apophysis to the 

B of the 
junction is

present. As location B and C on the- base map fall within this 
range it lends support to the theory that B is also a fault 
zone. This area extends along the East line of the claim and 
includes a known fault zone midway along that line.

There is 
a lesser area 
terprotation, 
survev it can

rather large area in the 500 gamma range and
ir; the 600 gamma range f or. which I..have rio in-, 
.Vhen Overlay I is placed over the magnetometer 

be seen that the extension of vein # 2 from the
Cobalt contact property to the South falls in one of these.

There is a point high of 1059 gammas and a point high of 
1165 gairruas. The latter is. on a lava outcrop which shows no 
visible sign fer this. The former is covered with clay.

Conclusion

In conclusion, -this survey was worth while because it 
gave new insight to the f axil t zones of practical value in 
the development of this daJ^Lin. It may have outlined two other 
areas to explore. - , .

-f/'



EADIOMETKIC SURVEY

This survey was conducted with a Precision Model 111B 
DeLuxe" SCINTILLATOR" a scintillometer which had just been. 
refurbished and freshly calibrated by Geophysical Instrument 
and Supoly Co., Inc., Denver, Colorado.

Although the discovery of uranium would be a welcome one 
this WHS r.ot t 1"'e prime purpose of the survey. This survey was 
predicated upon the thesis that stocks and batholiths of 
igneous or sedimentary origin have a zone of higher than normal 
radio activity in the vicinity of ore structures, while such 
intrusions without important..'.structures close at 1 hand have no 
such concentration. (Economic 'reel. Vol 47 #47 Nov.'52 
page 722). A method to restrict;'detailed work to relative small 
area of high activity was being utilized. Overlay III 
gives readings of . this survey.

Throughout this survey'the time constant was-set at fast, 
the MIi/KR level was set at 0.25 and the readings were taken 
from the 0.25 scale so that the figures given are in MR/HE.

The lowest readings 0.01 to 0.02 were obtained on the .lava 
at location A on the base map. The same readings were found " 
in the valley of the fault zone at .location D of the base map, 
on talus, and over nearly all of the clay portions of the claim.

At location X on the base map, an area influenced by 
tailings from the Cobalt contact property to the South gave 
readings 0.02-0.03 as did the igneous outcrop ;at location-X on
the base ?:-.ao.

The reading taken with the "scintillator" aimed, down the 
shaft -was 0.03-0.04 while surrounding rock read as high as 
0.06. Various other pits, trenches and dumps went as high as
0.06.

Exposed veins gave readings 0.05-0.06. :

'A'ith the "Scintillator" aimed perpendicular to the 
verticle leva walls readings^).05-0.06 were obtained.

Conclusion

If 0.01-0.02 MR/HR is taken as background then the read 
ings in the 0.05-0.06 range may indicate mineral enriched 
intrusive activity. It may also help distinguish a fault wall 
as I have found in the Cobalt area elevated readings.on these 
walls. The adit which, extends 18' into s. f ault wall, Location G 
on the base map, gives readings 0.01-0.02.

Radio activity must; therefore, be confined to the fault 
wall probably as a result of the motion producing the wall. 
 "'ass effect does not appear to entor the problem.



GE030TANICAL SURVEY

A Geobotanical survey was undertaken to establish if 
there were indicator plants or visible alterations in. vegeta 
tion which -might lead to ore deposits.' The advantage of this 
survey is that direct observation of the hoped for indications 
gives immediate results: thdre is the ore.

The same stations'were examined in May jast as the new 
foliage was coding on and. again in Oct. 19&7 Oust before the 
leaves began to fall.

Examination of small are^, such as 10-15 ft. square, in 
which a list of the various kinds of plants and. the numbers 
of these represented therin, was not attempted.

A diligent search, without success, was made for Buck 
wheat. In Montana, U.i-j.A. Buckwheat, E ri o P.; o nun ovalifolium, 
is known to be an indicator plant for silver-. - -

Vegetation which might indicate copper, iron, lead, 
uranium or zinc were not, at this time, noted. ' '-

Toxicity Symptoms were sought out to no avail. No atfcial 
stunting of growth either above the ground or on the many 
roots examined, which might indicate iron, were located. Un 
usual shapes, sterile apetalous or other bizarre forms in 
dicating uranium poisoning were not found. White, necrotic- 
patches on tree leaves often indicative of Cobalt were 
strangely absent. On the base map at location K, rather-high 
assays for Cobalt have been found., probably- due to run off 
from the^large deposits of Cobalt Silver trailings which abut 
directly'South of this area. These values were found in the 
humus. The underlying clay is almost impervious to surface 
water which may or may not explain this phenomenon. Adequate 
solution to this problem was not undertaken.' because it would 
involve considerable sampling an di assaying of various 
portions of clay, roots and plant fractions deemed an unr . 
necessary expence.

In the area under cultivation with dover especial 
attention was paid to this plant but nothing of value was 
detected..

Although this survey was negative in results it was not - 
without merit. It may indicate that the clay is too thick to 
bed rock for detection of ore. It may.indicate that there is 
no ore or that there is too little to affect plant life.



GEOCHEMICAL SURVEY

was undertaken to ascertain if micro 
'chemical assays could be used to construct a profile for the . 
detection of silver not directly observable. Samples were 
taken from vein material and rock exposures. The clay does 
not .show the A., S., C. zones of weathering. A recent thin 
accumulation of humus like material consisting of black soil 
and partially decomposed twigs and leaves is present and was 
utilized, as a source material for samples.

An ordinary trowel proved to be a good tool to collect 
soil samples. On rocks the traditional hammer and chisel 
method of collecting chips was employed, when taken a sample 
was placed in a #1 brown paper grocery sack and labeled. The 
samples were then stored in ordinary corregated. car-tons dis 
carded by the grocer and delivered to the a s sayer..

Stream and ground water was not analyzed as they would
almost certainly be contaminated.

For this survey it was concluded not to use twigs as . 
assay material.

I believe the Technical Service Laboratories used the 
atomic absorption method, while the Ontario Department of 
Mines used fire assays to determine the amount of metal
present.

The results of the chemical examination made at every 
station is not a part of this survey; hence, certain areas, 
alone, will be piesented. Silver and arsenic were the two 
elements studied. Y/here veins outcropped samples were, taken 
of the vein '.notarial. In other locations where veins had been 
trenched a traverse across these trenches was made with a 
sample taken every five feet.' In other locations samples of 
rock anr] humus were taken. '

For the purpose of this survey Ag 0.5 ppm and As 5 ppro 
in humus and A g 5 pnm and As 10 ppm in basic lava were util 
ized as background. These figures seem to be reasonable in 
the light of Boyle's and my investigations.

A sample from location K on the base map, an area, in 
fluenced- by tailings to the South, gave Co 410 ppra, Ag 16 ppm
and As 450 ppm. ' -

A fire ass&y of quartz vein material at location C on
the base map showed very small traces of rold and 0.44 
ounces of silver per ton.

The newly discovered veins at location B on the base map
showed Ag 2 arid As 35 although the radiometric readings, here
were high. . - -

The newly discovered, veins at location Y on the base map- 
gave readings'of Ag 6, As 500 and Ag 5 and As 7500, with- high
radiometric fip-ures.
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MAPS SHOWING GEOCKEXICAL SAMPLE LOCATIONS AS REFERRED
TO IK THE ORIGINAL TEXT AND ON THE EASE MAP.

Geochemical sample locations by number S.E. Calcite vein 
location A on the base map (a). This is a supplement to 
profile a. p l? original report.

Sew*
, w

Geochemical sample locations by number N.VV. Calcite vein 
location A on the base map (b'). This is supplemental to 
the profile b. p 17 of original report.

S-fvi'/t't
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Geochemical sample location, by number Calcite vein 
location 6. base map. This is supplemental to profile 
c. p 18 original report.

Geocbeaical sample locations by number at random along 
fault wall location C of base raap. This ,is a supplement 
to the table on p l? of the original report.



1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9-
10.
11.
12.
13. 
l**.
15.
16.
17. 
13.
19-
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29- 
30.

Ag. o .ti. m

17d

LABOSATORY ASSAY RESULTS LIST

As.p.p.
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Geochemical sample location by number location B on the 
base map. p 16 original report.

f+o/f*, #1

Geoche/r.ical sample location by number location Y on the
base map. p 16 original report.

He
r

f rf

Geochemical sample location K base map p 10 original
report.
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 This does not follow the information Boyle (R. W. Boyle,
Geonheniicrjl Prospecting He s e arc h in I96fi. Cobalt Area, Ontario, 
G e o l o r i c r i-1 S u.r v ey of Canada, Paper 66-46, page 3) has amassed. 
Perhaps this is because ray readings were taken with Scintill 
ometer directly over the exposed, veins.

The vein on the East edge of 11?, e claim was not explored.

The igneous intrusion at location X on the base reap gave
low readings for Ag and As. and. the radiometric readings were 
l ow.

P.andoin samples of huaus along fault wall at location C
on the base nan

Ag. npm.
1

A s . npm .
125. .
10
30

1
65

Profiles for three veins follow:

South East calcite vein at location A on the base map (a).
All samples taker, were basic lava except the high reading which
y f g. f] VG 3 1^ ri 3,1" f^ T*i 3 ~i *

S i lv e r

5"' /o'
Q)

tort h .Vest calcite vein at location A on the base map(b)
.11 samples taken \vere humus.

Gf-

ffi*- MX..S&JUJ*--.--.—



Calcite vein first outcrop North of location A on the 
base map '(c). All samples taken were ba^ic lava except 'the

read i r: g o/ h i eh was vein material.

OS
3oo. 
goo

Joo-.
:.... ...it 10' .-|,,*....~,™™,.,..-fc ~... —

Conclusion

This survey was well worth while because it pointed up 
;he possibility of mineral veins, both visible and invisible,.
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COKCLU3IOKS

Information derived from these .surveys lead to the 
conclusion that limited diamond drilling should "be 
undertaken

In October of 196? diamond drilling contractors were 
appraised of the problems involved. Although this property 
has a shaft partly filled with water, the bush was dry and 
I v/as advised that drilling could not safely be under 
taken because of the shortage of water. Drilling is now 
planned for the spring of
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